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question concerning reflections in IntelliJ. If
I'm correct reflections in IntelliJ is not work
since last year. Correct? Maybe I can't use
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reflections in IntelliJ for *.jp2 images ( and
other reasons. Have someone an idea?

Thanks A: Reflections are only deprecated
in Eclipse, not in the Java development

tools. If you look at the current
documentation for IntelliJ, it hasn't

deprecated any functionality. However, it
may be upgraded in the future. You'll need
to look at the Jetbrains roadmap on this. A:
IDEA doesn't support reflection, either. It

has not been given any priority, even
though it's pretty stable and mature code.

Currently, it's simply not supported by IDEA
Q: Divs are overlapping when one div is

wider than others I am trying to get 2 divs
to appear left and right of each other. The

left box needs to be wider than the other 2.
However, I am having issues where the box
on the right is not appearing at all and the

2 in the middle are overlapping. The
desired effect can be seen here: Here is my

code: HTML: Home c6a93da74d
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